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Abstract– High speed serial data transceivers often employ
sophisticated communication techniques to balance out the effects
of material loss and reflections. Link control hardware is required
to initialize and adapt the link in a variety of signaling
environments, often using loops with time constants which are
orders of magnitude larger than the data unit interval (UI). This
presents a big problem for the link modeling and verification,
especially when link is a part of a larger digital system. We describe
here the modeling and simulation method that overcomes this
problem. The method is based on a standard hardware description
language (HDL) and is applied to a fully adaptive, multi-mode,
high-speed serial link system in a 36-channel switch fabric ASIC,
designed in 0.13μm CMOS process.
I.

INTRODUCTION

To signal at ever increasing data rates, integrated circuits must
now include high-speed transceivers that employ equalization and
clock recovery, and may use such techniques as multi-level signaling
[1], or duo-binary signaling [2]. Circuit blocks such as linear
equalizers and nonlinear decision feedback equalizers (DFE) may
have several settings that require calibration. The optimal settings
depend not only on the operating environment of the integrated circuit,
but also on the external signaling channel. The setup of a single data
link may require the calibration of several circuits, and a large chip
may have hundreds of such links.
As one extreme example, back plane signaling systems have
numerous signaling channels, each of which have characteristics that
are sufficiently unique requiring that each signaling channel be
calibrated independently of all other channels.
Furthermore,
variations in the signal environment such as temperature and humidity
may cause enough change to result in increased bit error rate (BER),
unless the data link is continuously adapted to track these changes [3].
Therefore, in order to achieve the highest performance and lowest
BER in a signaling system, it becomes necessary to not only initially
calibrate the transceiver circuits, but to continually adapt them in
order to remove these long term environmental changes. In many
systems, such as network switches, there is a further requirement that
this continuous adaptation take place without interruption of the
system or loss of data. On-chip signal measurement techniques have
been described previously that can produce a measure of the error in a
received signal without affecting the data itself [4] [5]. This error
information can be used to compute updates to the settings of the
circuit.
The required adaptation processes are very slow compared to the
data rate of the link itself. To model and simulate adaptive algorithms,
during normal link operation, it is necessary to bridge the gap in
bandwidth between the two simultaneous processes.
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System modeling in programming languages such as C/C++, or
mathematical packages such as Matlab are widely used for analyzing
BER, but it may be difficult to model all aspects of the required
circuits and logic [6]. The models used in this type of environment
have little or no connection to the schematic or physical hardware
description of the system. Circuit simulators like SPICE have
computation times that are prohibitive for very large systems.
Hardware description languages (HDL) such as Verilog or VHDL are
frequently the basis for physical synthesis and implementation of
large integrated systems and their simulation – these languages are
widely understood and have superior simulation times. HDLs
without analog extensions deal primarily with integer data, in discrete
time steps, but in spite of these limitations, HDLs have the potential
to model complex mixed signal systems with adaptive control.
In this paper, we describe the modeling and verification
methodology that uses HDL blocks to represent analog and mixedsignal components. This framework is illustrated on the example of a
fully adaptive, high speed, signaling system. To illustrate the
complexity of the system, Section II will describe the problems
associated with high speed data transmission over a back plane and
Section III will describe the circuit and signaling solutions put in
place to counteract them. In Section IV we describe the method for
link adaptation and on-chip signal quality measurement. Finally, in
Section V we describe a modeling and simulation environment that
captures the behaviors of analog circuits, the band-limited signaling
channel, and the digital command and control of a continuously
adaptive data link. The environment is highly portable and can be
integrated for the development of much larger systems, and in fact the
environment was used for detailed simulation and verification of an
entire 36 link crossbar device.
II.

BACK PLANE SIGNALING ENVIRONMENTS

The back plane is a complex environment consisting of many
components and represents a serious challenge to signaling rates
above 5Gb/s. The signal path includes many components, each of
which has its own impedance variations. Signal loss in the back plane
channel comes from two major sources.
Attenuation
Loss or attenuation is primarily composed of conductor and
dielectric loss. The conductor loss has two components: the DC loss
which is independent of frequency and the skin effect loss which is
proportional to square root of frequency. For standard FR4 printed
circuit board (PCB) material, dielectric loss, which is proportional to
frequency, becomes dominant above 1GHz and motivates the use of
alternative materials. Attenuation in the signal path is proportional to
the trace length.
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Attenuation [dB]

In an integrated circuit transmitter, the peak power is constrained
by headroom, so in the equalized pulse, the total bit energy is spread
over the total number of taps in the filter. In this way, low
frequencies are attenuated relative to the signaling frequency, thus
flattening the overall system response and removing ISI. After
transmit equalization, the received pulse in Fig. 2 is confined within
one bit time.
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Fig. 1. Frequency response of four different traces measured on the same
back plane. Resonance on two of the traces results in severe attenuation.

Reflections
The presence of reflections further complicates high-speed
signaling over back planes. Reflections occur at each impedance
discontinuity in the signal path. Generally the largest area of concern
in these systems is in the plated through hole (PTH) vias required for
most back plane connectors. Vias in the signal path have both a
through and stub component; each via presents an impedance
discontinuity and a resonant pole. As a result of these variations, and
along with trace length variations, the transfer functions (S21s) of
individual channels in this environment vary significantly. Fig. 1
shows measured S21 data for four distinct signal channels within a
single back plane.
It is also important to understand the channel behavior in the time
domain. The single bit response (SBR) of a back plane channel is
shown in Fig. 2. The low pass characteristic of the channel spreads
the pulse over multiple bit sampling periods and attenuates the peak
amplitude. Reflections from the discontinuities on the channel result
in post-cursor noise. The effect of one bit response on subsequent
bits is known as inter-symbol interference (ISI) and must be
controlled to achieve acceptable receive signal quality.
III. CIRCUITS AND SIGNALING TECHNIQUES

Many types of circuit functions and signaling methods have been
employed to maximize the data rate of a system. Each of them has
some number of parameters that must be calibrated to achieve
minimum BER on a specific signaling channel.
TX Linear Equalizer
Approaches to cancel dispersion-induced ISI are well known, the
most common of which is TX linear equalization [7]. Transmit preemphasis is implemented as a finite impulse response (FIR) filter.
For data rates up to 4 Gb/sec, a simple 2-tap FIR may be adequate [8],
but at higher signaling rates, the channel disperses a SBR over
multiple bit times and a longer filter may be required to mitigate the
ISI.

RX Decision Feedback Equalizer
Receive based decision feedback equalization (DFE) may also be
used for the removal of dispersion based ISI as in [9], but it is
particularly useful for removing the effects of long latency reflections.
Referring again to Fig. 2, reflections may arrive at the receiver many
UI after the main pulse, their relative time and magnitude being
determined by the mechanical properties of the back plane signaling
channel. As it is simple to have the DFE keep a long history of the
received data, reflected energy incident on the receiver may be
cancelled, even for long latency reflections [10].
2-PAM and 4-PAM
Another technique used for increasing data rates in a band limited
channel is multi-bit pulse amplitude modulation (PAM). In 4-PAM
signaling, two bits are transmitted simultaneously, but at one-half of
the original signaling frequency. If the peak power is maintained, the
voltage margin seen at the receiver is reduced by 1/3 (~10dB) as the
voltage span is now shared by the four possible symbols. In channels
for which the magnitude rolls off at greater than 10dB per octave, 4PAM signaling may be considered. Fig. 3 illustrates this trade off.
In a 4-PAM receiver of Fig. 4, three differential data samplers
with differential voltage offset settings simultaneously sample the
received signal. The three sampler results are decoded down stream
to resolve the received 2-bit symbol. The setting of these voltage
levels cannot be known a priori as the signal amplitude is a function
of the attenuation on the channel, and the amount of equalization
applied at the transmitter.
Loop-Unrolling DFE
As a performance enhancement to standard binary signaling, the
extra receivers required for a 4-PAM receiver may be configured as a
fast loop unrolling DFE as described in [11]. In this method, the
transmit equalizer is configured to leave residual ISI in the first post
cursor tap, shown as the amount Į in Fig 5. In a conventional DFE, it
is difficult to apply feedback to the received signal within the required
time to affect the next received bit [12]. Instead (Fig. 6) two samplers,
offset by the expected ISI, Į, detect the signal simultaneously, and
one of the results is multiplexed to the output. The received data
levels, the residual ISI and the calibration levels for the two samplers
are not known, but must be estimated and tracked by the receiver.
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Fig. 2. Single bit response without equalization (left) and with a 5 tap
equalizing transmitter showing the reduction of ISI with transmit
equalization (right). Each dot represents a symbol sample point.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of 2-PAM and 4-PAM signaling at 6.25 Gb/sec. On
the top channel, similar voltage and timing margin can be achieved. On
the bottom channel, resonance makes 2-PAM difficult.
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Fig. 4.
5. Multi-mode data receiver shown in 4-PAM configuration.

A serial data link transceiver has been fabricated and tested in
0.13μm CMOS technology. The link includes a 5-tap FIR transmit
linear equalizer and a receiver based DFE that can be configured to
20-taps for 2-PAM signaling, or 10-taps in length for 4-PAM
operation [13]. The receiver has all of the data and edge samplers
required for data and clock recovery of 2-PAM, 4-PAM, or loopunrolling DFE. The reference clocks are generated using a self biased
multiplying PLL [14]. The PLL can synthesize a continuous
frequency range of 1-3.2GHz, corresponding to data rates of 26.4 Gb/sec. As the link can operate in 4-PAM mode, data rates up to
10 Gb/sec have been achieved, limited by device and package
parasitic capacitance. Clock recovery is done by a 2X over-sampling
delay locked loop. The phase control logic uses selective transition
filtering appropriately matched to the type of signaling mode and
controls a fine resolution phase interpolator [15] to generate the
receive clocks.
The link contains a collection of read/write registers that store the
equalizer tap coefficients, sampler voltage level settings, and other
mode and status information. The registers are accessible through a
simple parallel data interface that can be controlled by some external
means. The interface also supports a small number of instructions
that initiate finite state machines within the link that perform simple
initialization tasks like data byte framing, for example.
IV. CIRCUIT ADAPTATION

RX Based Signal Monitor
On-chip signal measurement capability has been used extensively
for capturing and analyzing signals internal to an integrated circuit
and also signals applied externally to a chip. These types of circuits
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are invaluable for accurately capturing signal quality in environments
where direct observation is otherwise impossible.
In addition to the data samplers previously described, this
transceiver also has an extra sampler– the adaptive sampler, clocked
by aClk in Fig. 7- which can be offset in both voltage and time
relative to the primary data samplers. This sampler can be externally
controlled through the register interface to produce an equivalent time
waveform capture of a repetitive signal as seen at the sampler output,
including any bandwidth limitations of the receiver. Alternatively, it
can be used as a BER testing apparatus to capture a statistical shmoo
of a received data eye. Here, the data sampled by the primary
receiver is compared to the data sampled at some other voltage and
time within the eye and the probability of a difference is measured.
Data from the adaptive sampler may be read directly from the
sampler output, or through a de-serializer interface that provides the
sequential error data that is correlated to the primary receive data for
estimation of the ISI in the received signal. This correlation of the
error data to the primary data is required for computing equalizer tap
coefficients. Capturing error data and the reading of this data is
accomplished through the link’s register interface.
Common-Mode Back Channel
While transmit linear equalization is widely used for serial links,
the adaptation of the transmitter is complicated by the need to get
error and update data from its corresponding receiver. A back
channel allows for this communication path from the receiver to the
transmitter whereby updates can be made to transmit equalization tap
coefficients. Existing back channel techniques impose requirements at
the system level, such as specific link arrangements or the data
routing capability of centralized control.
In this serial link, a common mode signaling back channel is
implemented that provides updates to the transmitter. The high speed
differential data propagates toward the receiver, through the channel,
and a low bandwidth common mode signal is transmitted in the
opposite direction to provide update data to the transmit filter. This
common mode signaling has been shown to be robust and have a
negligible effect on the BER of the forward high speed link [16].
Command and Control
The adaptive macro in Fig. 7 does the data collection and
averaging functions that are required to calibrate sampler voltage
detection levels (dLev), equalizer coefficients, and remove the DC
random offset of the individual samplers. The equalizer and the
voltage level settings are interrelated; the convergence of all
parameters to their correct value is critical so that operation of the link
is uninterrupted during continuous adaptation. Large or rapid changes
in these settings could cause data loss, increased BER, or loss of
synchronization. The nature of the data signal itself can also
influence the link operation. Anomalous data patterns, consecutive
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identical digits (CID), and the block size of coded data may have
unanticipated affects on clock recovery circuits and on the equalizer
adaptation.
It is therefore desirable to have the adaptation macro be controlled
intelligently, rather than by a fixed finite state machine (FSM). For
this reason, a micro-controller (PC) was implemented to control the
link and the adaptive macro. The rate at which data is gathered
through the adaptive sampler interface, and the amount of averaging
that is performed on the data can be controlled by modifying the
program code of the PC. In addition to controlling the dynamic
behavior of the adaptive loops, the PC executes routines for capturing
equivalent time signal waveforms through the receiver, doing
statistical shmoo analysis, and built in self test (BIST).
The complete link system (Fig. 8) includes a single support block
that provides common circuit bias and termination resistor calibration
to several links, and generates system clocks. A bus repeater module
enables a single PC to uniquely address, control, adapt, and maintain
several links. In this configuration, there is a single adaptive macro
per link slice, but the support block and the PC may be shared among
many links.
V.

MODELING AND SIMULATION

Simulation Objectives and Strategy
There are many challenges in simulating and verifying the
function of this fully adaptive link system. The complexity of the PC
and its associated memory would make HDL simulators like Verilog
appear to be the right choice. Modeling of the equalization and the
associated analog circuits as well as the channel could be done in a
SPICE-like simulator, but including the PC would mean prohibitive
simulation time. Language extensions such as AHDL and Verilog-A
could be used, but there was a further requirement that the model be
highly portable to different simulation environments.
Simulation of any type of multi-level signaling also creates
special requirements of the simulation tools. 4-PAM signals could
simply be modeled as a 2-bit symbol, but simplifying the signaling to
this level removes the possibility of using the simulation environment
to verify the adaptation techniques. For this work, SPICE-like
accuracy was not needed, as individual analog blocks could be
simulated separately. Nor was it required that the environment be
capable of predicting the BER of a completed system, as there was
already a method in place for that analysis.
The simulator had to be fast so that the adaptation and clock
recovery processes could be tested in the presence of multi-gigabit
data. The simulator had to support the required PC firmware

Fig. 8. Block diagram of complete adaptive serial data link. For
simulation and verification, the link is connected in an external loop back
configuration.
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development for link operation and maintenance. The final objective
was to build an environment that had a very tight integration with the
actual physical design data base. In the ideal case, the environment
should include the behavioral and gate level representations of logic
blocks, and also be derived directly from the schematic data base that
contains the analog portions of the system.
We made the choice to verify the functional behavior of the link
and its control using Verilog without any analog or special code
extensions. This choice has the potential to have the best possible
simulation time, and allows the flexibility of using Verilog behavioral
models for the logical functions, and then substituting physical design
data after a logic synthesis step. Working in a standard HDL has the
added benefit of enabling PC firmware development in a virtual
environment, and having the ability to verify the convergence of
adaptation settings on real data with the developed firmware.
Without special analog behavioral modeling capabilities, Verilog
does support the use of a real floating point data type, but the rules of
variable scope and parameter passing make it difficult to use.
Verilog does support signed and unsigned integers in the hostmachine language, usually 32-bits, and therefore there is dynamic
range available for modeling analog quantities [17].
Analog Circuit Behavioral Modeling
The analog circuit design environment is schematic based, and
there was a requirement that the same schematic be used for both
transistor level schematic extraction, and behavioral Verilog netlist
extraction. A special netlist extraction program converts the
schematic data base to a structural transistor and gate netlist, or
alternatively, a behavioral gate level model (GLM), by way of a
command line option. Each analog block has the transistor level
representation in the schematic, not suitable for Verilog, and an
alternate behavioral model representation. When extracting the GLM,
the program traverses the database hierarchy until it encounters an
analog block with a behavioral view, and then the model is inserted in
the output netlist. The presence of a behavioral model stops the
extractor from descending further down that branch of schematics,
and all branches are traversed until they are stopped.
Combinatorial gates and timing elements like flip-flops (FFs) and
latches routinely have these behavioral views. This technique merely
extends the concept to analog blocks.
To satisfy the requirement of structural correctness within the
schematic database, each analog behavioral view has a corresponding
Verilog functional view with a port declaration as usual. To support
the dual mode netlisting, this structural portion is encapsulated within
the netlist directive as shown in the example of Fig. 9. When the
behavioral GLM netlist is to be extracted, this structural portion is
ignored by the netlister, and the behavioral module definition
encapsulated by the GLM directives, is un-commented and used
instead.
If a signal, represented by a single wire in the schematic, is to be
modeled in the analog environment, then a special directive, entered
in a schematic comment [18], will expand the wire to a 32-bit bus.
This meets the objective that a single schematic may be used for both
the behavioral modeling, and a physical netlist. Since the target
netlist format is Verilog HDL, both logic gates and analog behavioral
blocks may coexist within the same simulation without conflict.
Using the 32-bit host machine integer type that Verilog provides,
we chose the convention of 1uV for voltage resolution and 1nA for
current resolution in our models. Special purpose modules are placed
in the schematics to transform a bus from voltage mode to current
mode; the constant of scaling represents resistance. Current-tovoltage and voltage-to-current converters are required to model high
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/* %$% SCHEMATIC START %$% */
module rfc_msbseg (out, outb, d, db, itail);
output out, outb;
input d, db;
input itail;
endmodule
/* %$% SCHEMATIC END %$% */

always @(d or PowerDown or IMasterBias) begin
if(PowerDown == 1) begin
iout = 0;
end
else begin
iout = (1-d[0])*1 + (1-d[1])*2 +
(1-d[2])*4 + (1-d[3])*8;
iout = (iout * IMasterBias)/16;
end
end

/* %$% GLM START %$% */ /*
module rfc_msbseg (out, outb, d, db, itail);
output[31:0] out, outb;
input d, db;
input[31:0] itail;
integer ibias, diff, out, outb;
always @(d or db or itail) begin
ibias = itail*4;
out = (d >= db) ? 0 : -ibias;
outb = (d > db) ? -ibias : 0;
end
endmodule
*/ /* %$% GLM END %$% */

Fig. 10. Example behavioral model of a binary current DAC. One line
scales the output in proportion to the coefficients, the second line in
proportion to the input reference current.

begin
event=clk_in;
case (en[6:0])
7'b0000000:
7'b0000001:
7'b0000010:
.
.
.
7'b1111111:
endcase
clk_out=event;
end

Fig. 9. Example behavioral model showing netlister directives around the
structural, and behavioral portions of the module. This example models a
common source pair with a 4:1 current mirror bias

impedance and low impedance nodes. Current summation, a concept
that is handled naturally in SPICE by simply connecting two wires,
also requires a special module to sum two 32-bit input values to an
output. The use of these special modules is recognized by the
extractor, and in the case of transistor level netlisting, they are
ignored or replaced by 0ȍ resistors. Modeling the analog quantities
with integer and register data types means that they may pass across
module boundaries.
The simple example of a current steering differential pair (Fig. 9)
is very illustrative to this type of modeling. In this example, a 4:1
multiplying current mirror amplifies input itail to make current ibias.
Also in this model, complementary logic signals d & db steer the
integer value of signal ibias between outputs dout & doutb.
In a second example can be seen in Fig. 10. A simple DAC
produces an output current iout in proportion to binary weighted
coefficients d[3:0]; the bits use active-low inputs. The always
statement makes the output current change its value in response to
any change in the inputs: any of the coefficients, the input reference
current or the power down. The model produces a continuous time
multiplying current DAC that can change its value continuously
during adaptation. The bias DAC is used as the input current to the
previous current steering pair example, to make a single adjustable
weight tap in the equalizer blocks. If the filter tap update must be
synchronized, then that can be modeled by applying the tap
coefficients through a clocked data register, and this in fact is how the
circuit operates. Similar models are generated for other blocks and
more complex models like complete filter taps are built hierarchically.
Behavioral timing may also be modeled in this methodology. The
clock recovery loop contains a phase interpolator block. This block
generates an output clock whose phase is interpolated from an array
of reference phases which are output from the PLL. The delay
interpolator may be thought of as a digital-to-delay converter and is
modeled as a case statement, which generates a fixed time delay as
selected by the interpolator input word (Fig. 11).
An additional key requirement is that the analog behavior be
clock cycle accurate to the actual circuit. This enables the prediction
of the loop’s dither magnitude, which is proportional to both the step
size of the variable being adapted, and the latency of the loop. Every
block with a behavioral model must be verified for cycle correctness,
as well as signal polarity and magnitude, so that the model behaves as

#(0*BitTime/256);
#(1*BitTime/256);
#(2*BitTime/256);

#(63*BitTime/256);

Fig. 11. Behavioral model with a parameterized delay element

the system. Fig. 12 shows simulation results for the transmit linear
equalizer; a comparison of the SPICE and behavioral Verilog shows
how the outputs match in both magnitude and time. The timing is
cycle accurate but the SPICE output shows some phase shift due to
the actual output impedance of the transmit circuit.
Although behavioral models of PLLs in HDLs have been built
previously [19], for this work, the clock multiplying PLL in Fig. 8
was simply modeled as an array of clocks with static phase offset.
The locking and start-up behavior of this PLL are of no consequence
to the clock recovery and adaptive equalization loops.
Channel Behavioral Modeling
The signaling channel response can be modeled as a linear time
invariant (LTI) low pass filter. There may be long term drift in the
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Fig. 12. Simulations of transmit linear equalizer pulse response. Each
behavioral model is verified to be cycle accurate. The SPICE outputs are
delayed in time because of the output time constant.
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Simulation of a Single Link
A simulation environment that contains the components described
in Fig. 8 is used for simulating and verifying operation of a single
data link. The environment contains a complete link slice, one
support slice, and a PC. A channel model is connected from
transmitter to receiver. This external loop back configuration allows
for complete functional testing of the data path, clock and data
recovery, as well as the initialization and adaptation firmware of the
link.
Fig 15 traces the clock timing error as the receiver recovers the
clock from a 4-PAM PRBS data sequence. As is typical with this
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back plane characteristics due to temperature and humidity, however
this is low frequency compared to the continuous adaptation loops
and poses no problem to stability or convergence.
A library of back planes has been built previously that covers a
matrix of trace length, dielectric material, connector type and via
construction. Using a combination of direct measurement by Voltage
Network Analyzer (VNA), 3-D modeling, and SPICE, we have built a
library of 4-port scattering parameters (S4P) models of individual
back plane signaling channels that can be compiled for use in other
analytical tools [20].
Importing channel models from the backplane library to the
Verilog simulation environment is a two step process, summarized in
Fig. 13. First, the scattering parameters of the channel are converted
to its time domain representation: an impulse response in the form of
an ordered list of (time, voltage) coordinates. A second utility
converts the impulse response to a discrete time FIR filter module in
standard Verilog. A single bit stimulus applied to this module by the
transmitter appears at the output as a discrete time SBR. The
response of the channel may be arbitrarily long so that all relevant
reflections are captured within the response. The overall latency of
the channel, the number of time steps from input to output, is not
important in serial link applications as the receiver has its own clock
recovery circuit.
Both adaptive equalization and clock recovery are sensitive to the
precise sampling time within the UI. Modeling of the channel
response in discrete steps of 1 UI would be too coarse to observe rise
and fall times of the data, and make the simulation environment less
useful. The Verilog models are therefore over sampled so that there
are an integer number of time steps within a single bit time. A time
step on the order 1/10th to 1/20th of a UI gives adequate time
resolution, and keeps simulation times reasonable. For example at
5Gsym/sec, 1 UI is equal to 200psec, and over sampling the channel
at 10:1 gives a convenient time step of 20psec. In Fig. 14 a pseudorandom bit sequence (PRBS) is observed having been transmitted
through an FIR channel model. The over sampled channel model has
realistic rise and fall time, and the sub-bit time behavior of the
channel is apparent.
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dual-loop clock recovery, there is a slew limited approach to the ideal
timing, and then some amount of dither around the ideal timing lock
point. More than 5000 data symbols are received and processed in
this test. SPICE simulations of this type have taken eight hours to
complete on a Hewlett-Packard J-series server. With the GLM and
NC-Verilog, execution is approximately two minutes on a similar
machine.
Simulation results showing the adaptation of the equalizers are
shown in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17. Here, PRBS data is run through the
channel model, and the adaptation procedure is controlled by microcode executing from the PC’s instruction memory. The value of each
equalizer tap setting is reported at every update. Each update takes
roughly 50,000 symbols of received data, and in order to adapt the
transmit equalizer, the common mode back channel is operating. The
simulation takes approximately 30-40 minutes to execute on the HP Jseries servers.
The on-chip voltage and timing margin feature of this link has
also been simulated. The diagram to the left of Fig. 18 is a shmoo
plot of un-equalized data as measured by the receiver model. This
shmoo displays the shape typical of a data eye passed through a band
limited channel. The shmoo of the equalized eye on the right of
Fig. 18 has symmetric rise and fall times, with maximum voltage
margin at the center of the eye. In this figure, the time axis spans
exactly 1UI, with the center of the graph corresponding to the clock
recovery lock point. The equalized eye has more timing margin, and
that margin is equal on either side of the lock point. The timing
resolution of the channel model is readily apparent. As an artifact of
the model and the coarse timing resolution, the clock recovery loop
locks at any, essentially arbitrary point within the sampling interval.
Without adding noise effects to the simulation environment, a
statistical shmoo cannot be generated in this environment, but this
may be the basis for enhancing the model [21]. In spite of this
limitation, the environment has been invaluable for developing,
testing and optimizing the algorithms that are required for the
adaptation and analytical features of this transceiver.
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always @(clk)
sum =
data_in[0 ] * 0.0003 + data_in[1 ] * 0.4110 +
data_in[2 ] * 0.3363 + data_in[3 ] * 0.0747 +
data_in[4 ] * 0.0191 + data_in[5 ] * 0.0252 +
data_in[6 ] * 0.0179 + data_in[7 ] * 0.0327 +
data_in[8 ] * -0.0182 + data_in[9 ] * 0.0417 +
data_in[10] * -0.0104 + data_in[11] * -0.0199 +
data_in[12] * -0.0026 + data_in[13] * 0.0112 +
data_in[14] * -0.0025 + data_in[15] * -0.0010 +
data_in[16] * -0.0007 + data_in[17] * 0.0029 +
data_in[18] * 0.0074 + data_in[19] * 0.0067;
out <= sum;
end
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Fig. 13. Two step procedure to convert S4P channel model to over
sampled verilog FIR model
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2

Fig. 14 PRBS data passed through a channel behavioral model over
sampled at 10 samples per UI. Both data eyes are at 5Gsym/sec: 5
Gb/sec 2-PAM (left), and 10 Gb/sec 4-PAM (right).
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Fig. 15. Simulation of clock recovery loop.
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Fig. 16. Simulation results showing convergence adaptive equalization
loop; transmit tap are returned through the back channel.
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Fig. 19. Crossbar device test bench environment
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Fig. 17. Simulation results showing DFE tap convergence

Modeling of a Switch Fabric ASIC
A crossbar device incorporating 36 serial links has been designed
in a 0.13μm standard logic CMOS technology. The device also
includes a complete PC subsystem with an on-chip 16-kword
instruction memory and a 512 byte data memory.
To achieve robust serial link performance in a large modular
switching system, all serial links must be continuously monitored and
adapted, even while carrying live data, to compensate for
environmental effects like temperature and humidity variations, or
changes in crosstalk and channel loading due to modules being added
or removed. Furthermore, in such a system, some serial links may
run optimally using 2-PAM signaling while others may run better
using 4-PAM, due to differences in back plane trace lengths, routing
layers, crosstalk, etc. The instruction memory of the PC subsystem is
large enough to simultaneously contain all of the adaptation
algorithms that are required by the different signaling methods, hence
enabling the single PC to efficiently perform continuous monitoring
and adaptation of all serial links on the crossbar device. Since the
process of monitoring and adaptation of a single link is continuous,
managing multiple serial links is time-interleaved. The data memory
enables this by storing adaptation state data for each of the 36 links.
The crossbar device has been verified in a Verilog test bench
environment using traffic generators (TGs) and traffic analyzers

Fig. 18. Receiver shmoo plots for un-equalized data (left) and equalized
data (right)

(TAs) for producing and consuming stimuli data as shown in Fig. 19.
The TGs and TAs are individually scripted and the test bench
environment contains a scoreboarding function whereby the TAs
know what data to expect from each TG. The crossbar device is
configured via a host interface controller which is controlled by a
dedicated script. As part of the configuration process, the host
interface controller performs download of the instruction code to the
on-chip instruction memory, initiates PC execution and requests the
PC to perform power-up and adaptation on each of the serial links in
selected modes. Managing the test bench models with a similar PC
subsystem, enables system level modeling of serial link back-channel
communication between PCs.
Simulating with the detailed behavioral serial link models has a
significant impact on crossbar simulation performance, especially
when a large number of serial links are active simultaneously. Since
the crossbar device in itself is a complex logic function that
implements a lot of functionality that is not directly related to the
serial links, it is desirable to use different simulation models for the
serial links and the serial link communication channels. Hence, the
crossbar test bench environment is designed to allow different models
to be used for individual serial link transceiver pairs. Two options are
implemented per serial link: (1) Fast option where no behavioral
models are used and the transmitter is directly connected to the
receiver by a parallel bus with a width corresponding to the parallel
side of the serial link macros, and (2) Detailed option where
behavioral serial link models and channel models are in use.
Based on these serial link modeling options, three fixed test bench
configurations are defined:
1. All 36 serial links use the Fast option
2. One serial link uses the Detailed option, 35 serial links use
the Fast option
3. All 36 serial links use the Detailed option
Configuration 1 is used for most of the functional verification of
the crossbar device that is unrelated to the serial links.
Configuration 2 is used for detailed verification of serial link
behavior. This includes serial link power-up and adaptation under
control of the PC, as well as the serial link interface to the crossbar
logic. This configuration is also used for developing and debugging
test cases that eventually run in Configuration 3, because of the
improved simulation performance when only a single behavioral
serial link model is used.
Configuration 3 is used for detailed verification of serial link
behavior at a system level. Because the behavioral serial link models
are cycle accurate, this configuration allows the real initialization and
adaptation software to run on the PC, enabling the test bench
environment to be used as a platform for verifying the system level
aspects of the PC software such as performing power-up and
adaptation on multiple serial links simultaneously.
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Several simulations across various serial link speeds, channel
model definitions, codecs, and signaling methods are executed,
proving that serial link power-up, back-channel communication and
adaptation perform as intended. Despite running large simulations
with cycle accurate behavioral modeling of the serial links, all test
cases are able to execute overnight on standard workstations. The
majority of the test cases are executed on 32-bit PCs running
Windows XP or Linux with 1-4 GB of memory; 1-2 GB of memory is
sufficient for test cases running with a single behavioral serial link
model, while up to 4 GB is required when running with 36 behavioral
link models. Only when performing simulations on the full chip gate
level netlist with 36 behavioral serial link models is it necessary to
execute the test cases on Opteron based workstations running 64-bit
Linux with 16 GB of memory. Because only Verilog and a standard
Verilog simulator are involved, porting the test bench environment
between the different platforms is straightforward.
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VI. CONCLUSION

The implementation of a high speed signaling system requires
thorough understanding of the channel and the circuit techniques
appropriate to increase the signal to noise ratio at the receiver. These
circuit techniques often require relatively sophisticated calibration
and adaptation in order to maintain optimal performance, and hence
such signaling systems often include a high degree of digital control
and processing of analog circuit elements. The interactions of the
digital control with the analog circuits as well as the characteristics of
the channel must be verified in order to ensure proper system
functionality.
Fortunately, if simplifying assumptions are made concerning the
voltage and timing resolution required in the signaling channel, then
the entire initialization, operation, and continuous adaptation of the
link may be simulated in a cycle-accurate fashion using a standard
HDL. Behavioral modeling of analog circuits in a standard HDL
allows them to be co-simulated with large digital functions while
maintaining fast simulation time. Sub-bit time models of the
signaling channel allow for the accurate representation of data in a
band limited channel and behaviors such as rise/fall time, clock
recovery, and adaptive equalization can be simulated and observed.
In addition to serving as a verification framework, this simulation
environment may be used as an efficient tool for the development of
algorithms and system firmware.
The environment provides
developers with the feedback of the true system-level impacts of their
choices, allowing the high-level functions of the system to be
optimized in parallel with the development of the low-level hardware
implementation.
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